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A smart city (also smarter city) uses 
digital technologies or information and 
communication technologies (ICT) to 
enhance quality and performance of 
urban services, to reduce costs and 
resource consumption, and to engage 
more effectively and actively with its 
citizens. 
 
Smart city - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smart_city 
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Trends Reshaping the Global Landscape 

Technology Social 
Demographics Economic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MessagingImpact of Aging: Productivity capacities come down – so not as viableLife expectancy up. In many emerging markets is approaching or even attaining developed-world levels.Impact of Shrinking populations: Shrinkage means lower consumption rates, less data created, less productivity, overall GDP will fall, drop in world sphere of influence.Fertility rates downLower birthrates has now overtaken most emerging markets.Emerging East Asia: Fertility <2.1 replacement rate.Tigers (Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore, Taiwan) between 1.0 and 1.3, as low as anywhere in the developed world. Eastern Europe and Russian sphere beneath replacement. Latin America’s leading economies near, at, or beneath replacementGDP increases in Emerging Countries as it falls in the Developed World – New Focus on how these new areas will come online, how they will provide innovative ideas (especially India), how they will become new consumption markets for goods, services (but at a lower price point because many living on <$2/day.Demand for Energy on the Rise: The world will consume 40% more energy in 2030 than it does today, according to BP's Energy Outlook – The Economist, Jan 2012Previous Messaging: The World is changing, we’re going through massive rebalancing in economic growth, socially – talent re-shuffling, and environmentally – natural resources.http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2012/01/daily-chart-14
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Increasingly Everything Will Be Connected to 
Everything 

Rapid rate of 
adoption:  

5x faster than  
electricity or 

telephony. 

50-75 
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Based on 61 
 Real-World  
Use Cases 

Value Sources 

$14.4T 
Private Sector 

Asset 
Utilization 

$2.5T 

Supply Chain/ 
Logistics 

$2.7T 

Innovation/ 
Revenue 

$3.0T 

Customer 
Experience 

$3.7T 

Employee 
Productivity 

$2.5 T 

$4.6T 
Public Sector 

$19*  
Trillion 

ECONOMIC VALUE  

Only 1% of the World is Connected Today 

The Internet of Everything Opportunity... is here NOW! 

* Over 10 year (2022) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cisco estimates that the Internet of Everything is poised to generate $19 trillion in Value at Stake over the next 10 years (2013-2022) for the private and public sectors combined.The private sector will account for $14.4 trillion, while $4.6 trillion of this value will come from the public sector. These estimates are based on a bottom-up analysis of 61 use cases, including 21 for the private sector and 40 in the public sector.The private-sector estimate includes both industry-specific and horizontal use cases, while the public sector number covers cities, agencies, and verticals such as healthcare, education, and defense.
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IoE - Value at Stake for Newcastle / Hunter 

 
 

 
 

Value for Citizens   $500M Value for Cities  $1.7B 

• Enhance government access & payments  
• Improve Telework 
• New services 
• Reduce counterfeit drugs 
• Address chronic disease 

• Avoid travel / reduced congestion 
• Create Connected Learning 
• Enhance Smart Grid 
• Improve sustainability 
• Improved safety & security 
• Monitor environment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
India’s portion of this number for public sector is $116BCitizens benefit thru better access to Government Services and improved opportunities to work remotely…Cities benefit by being able to deliver better management of electricity, of security, and improve monitoring of the environment 
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What questions should we ask… 

? 
? 

? 
…to solve urban challenges…  

…in new ways? 
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Why so many garbage trucks?  
And must they visit every can, every time?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Analytics Enevo servers 

Optimized collection  
schedules and routes 

Ultra low-power  
wireless fill  
level sensor 

Smart Waste Management  

Enevo web service  
and API to fleet  
management systems 
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Can we reduce lighting costs with better results?   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lighting accounts for at least 17% of most cities’ energy bills, according to research done by the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab and are looking for ways to stretch their budgets while at the same time proving their innovation and transformation.  (Mayors need to be re-elected)LED lighting causes less distortion, costs less, bulbs replaced less frequently and can alert city management of which bulbs are out, and directing light betters cuts down on unnecessary lighting and halo.
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Smart Lighting 
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And...what if the 4 billion+ street lights worldwide... 

 
 

O2 / CO2 
UVA / UVB 

Ambient Light 
Rainfall / Wind 

Particulate Matter 
License Plate Detection 
Humidity / Temperature 
Radiation / Power Levels 
Motion / Seismic Activity 

Video / Audio / Ultrasound 
 

Sensors monitor 
conditions, gather 

data analytics 

Special software 
aggregates 

collected data 

Data is sent over  
the secure  
Network  

Wi-Fi 
Mesh 

Power 

Applications  
pull in data...  

Provide urban 
services and 

timely info to 
city agencies, to 

citizens and  
to businesses 

...could capture and share data via a connected global sensor network? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are over four billion street lights in the world. Almost all of them are high-intensity discharge lights that use mercury vapor or some other toxic substance to create light. All of them require power, and most burn out every two years. LED lighting causes less distortion, costs less, bulbs replaced less frequently and can alert city management of which bulbs are out, and directing the light better cuts down on unnecessary halo effect and light “pollution.”Beyond the savings in energy and maintenance, what other benefits are there to upgrading street lights?  Let’s look at what other services can be delivered on the same pole?Installation of smart devices on light pole provides:Continuous power to devices such as Wi-Fi Access Points, video camera, etc.Monitoring and control functions: dimming per light point, usage per light pointPlug in for Smart CarsGreater control of street light pole: individual control, schedule based control, dimming / distribution, etc.Enhanced maintenance: monitoring of usage, defects, automatic maintenance processReducing cost of deploying Wi-Fi Mesh infrastructure, video surveillanceGenerates real-time, location-based data, video and metrics Open data standards allow Apps to be developed to tap for  decision support and enforcementExamples:US: In 2012: There were an estimated 26.5 million streetlights in the United States, consuming the amount of electricity equivalent to 1.9 million households and generating greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to that of 2.6 million cars. Approximately half are owned and operated by the public sector, and nearly all are paid for with public dollars (> $2 billion in annual energy costs alone)/Average street light fixture age of more than 25 years and both their energy and maintenance costs are increasingEdward Smalley, Director, Municipal Solid-State Street Lighting Consortium, http://apps1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/publications/pdfs/ssl/msslc_enews_may2012.pdfNY: Mayor Michael Bloomberg announced that the city's 250,000 street light fixtures, which currently use incandescent bulbs, will be replaced with LEDs by 2017. It's part of a plan to reduce the city government's emissions by 30% and will save $6 million in energy and $8 million in maintenance every year ($14M savings annually). First of 3 phases expected to be completed in December 2015 with the final phase expected to be completed by 2017. http://www.nyc.gov/html/dot/downloads/pdf/sustainablestreetlighting.pdfLos Angeles recently finished replacing just over 141,000 streetlights with LEDs. The city says savings have so far outstripped projections (63% cost reduction compared to the forecast 40%), and light pollution is much reduced because LEDs can be better directed, preventing unintended light leakage. http://singularityhub.com/2013/11/10/new-york-city-to-replace-250000-street-lights-with-leds-by-2017/Washington, DC selected Citelum in Dec 2013 to manage and upgrade its 71,000 street lights. “DC will have better lighting, safer streets, faster repairs and a smarter, more sustainable lighting system — all at a significant cost savings” Paris-based Citelum has projects in Paris, London, Venice, Madrid, Mexico City and Shanghai. U.S. headquarters are in DC – the project is expected to create 40 new jobs.Emerging: Philips solar-powered LED street lights are being installed in Ghana, Morocco and Nigeria. Africa could save $10B/ yr. switching from incandescent street lighting to LEDs (the equivalent output of 35 power stations). Philips predicts that switching to LED lighting would provide up to 80% energy savings in many applications or an average of 40% for all lighting applications – by 2020, 75% of the global lighting market will be LED based.Barcelona: Toni Vives, Deputy Mayor (2014): “We are obsessed with building quality of life for our citizens. We needed to break through organizational siloes and Cisco became our IoE backbone. Now, on single poles we can control lighting, count traffic and people, monitor pollution and more. That is our present and future of our city.”Deployed converged City WiFi to connect multiple use case sensorsDeployed Smart Parking, Waste Management, Smart lighting and Connected Mobile Experience pilots in Born DistrictDeployed connected bus network – connected buses and bus stops to complement Barcelona’s efforts of building an orthogonal bus networkOutcomes: 44,000 new jobs created and 1,500 new startups by re-invention of 22@$3.1 billion in business Value at Stake in terms of reduced costs, increased productivity and revenuesSmart Workforce: $1.6 billion valueSmart Water: $58 million valueSmart Parking: $53 million valueSmart Lighting: $47 millionSmart Buses: $28 millionTechnical components (HW & SW)video cameras, license plate reader and face recognition camera city networksdata centers and data analytics and visualization software (USH). 
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How do we improve parking for drivers and cities? 
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Smart Parking 
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Why do we have traffic? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
30 – 40% of Traffic is caused by people looking for parking.Poor signage (Digital signage that can reflect real-time hazards or road diversions) Poor road conditions / disrepair (Operations centers using video to respond to incidents and repairs quickly)Inefficient urban planning: people working far from where they live – or needing to drive into central areas during the same hours...creating rush hours. (Alternative work centers)>>TRAFFIC / TRANSPORTATION  CLIMATE CHANGE  HEAT  WATER DECLINE>>Traffic contributes to Climate Change / Green House Gasses / Global Warming: Carbon monoxide, ozone, particulate matter, and the other forms of pollution listed above can cause smog and other air quality concerns, but there are vehicular emissions that contribute to a completely different pollution issue: global warming. �Read more: http://www.pollutionissues.com/Ve-Z/Vehicular-Pollution.html#ixzz3YHTQhr2o�The gases that contribute to global warming are related to the chemical composition of the Earth's atmosphere. Some of the gases in the atmosphere function like the panes of a greenhouse. They let some radiation (heat) in from the sun but do not let it all back out, thereby helping to keep the Earth warm. The past century has seen a dramatic increase in the atmospheric concentration of heat-trapping gasses, due to human activity. If this trend continues, scientists project that the earth's average surface temperature will increase between 2.5°F and 10.4°F by the year 2100. �Read more: http://www.pollutionissues.com/Ve-Z/Vehicular-Pollution.html#ixzz3YHTjUvXY>> Climate change is producing profound changes in water and  threatening water availability, access, and even quality. �See how global warming puts Lima, Peru's electricity supply at risk—and find other hot spots with water use impacts on the Climate Hot Map.Decline in drinking water—both quantity and quality—is expected for these reasons:�► Municipal sewer systems may overflow during extreme rainfall events, gushing untreated sewage into drinking water supplies.�► Loss of mountain snowpack and earlier spring snowmelt spurred by higher temperatures reduce the availability of drinking water downstream.�► The shrinking of mountain glaciers threatens drinking water supplies for millions of people.�► Sea-level rise can lead to saltwater intrusion into groundwater drinking supplies, especially in low-lying, gently sloping coastal areas. Decline in irrigation supplies. Loss of mountain snowpack reduces the amount of water available for irrigation downstream, while earlier spring snowmelt affects the timing. Saltwater intrusion may contaminate the supply from groundwater.Higher shipping costs. Lower lake and river levels may reduce the capacity of ships to carry freight safely due to the danger of their running aground or preclude the use of large ships altogether—both of which may increase shipping costs for food and other commodities.Disruptions to power supply. Lower lake and river levels may threaten the capacity of hydroelectric plants, while higher temperatures may mean that water is too warm to cool coal and nuclear power plants, leading to power brownouts. Shrinking mountain glaciers threaten electricity generation as well.Effects on recreation. Reduced snowpack and earlier spring snowmelt put traditional winter sports, such as skiing and snowmobiling, at risk, while lower water levels in lakes and rivers increase the costs of maintaining recreational amenities such as pleasure boat docks and even beaches.http://www.climatehotmap.org/global-warming-effects/water-supply.html
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Traffic Analysis 
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Smart Safety & Security 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How are police departments using the joint AGT Cisco city safety solutions? Here are a few of the most common ways: automatically detecting and alerting on incidents identifying patterns and trends monitoring conditions investigating threats, incidents and suspects  enhancing communications with field officers by providing  reports, photos, and other information that will enable a faster and better-informed response to an incident enabling citizens to take an active part in keeping their city safe by acting as “human sensors” and sending reports via their mobile device apps and monitoring social media for reports of threats and incidents. 
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Net result 
 No sharing of infrastructure costs and IT resources  

 No sharing of intelligence/information 

 Waste and duplication of investment and effort 

 Difficulty in scaling infrastructure management 

Waste 
management 

Pollution/ 
environment 

City  
lighting 

Public  
safety 

Parking 
optimization 

Traffic 
management 

This fragmented approach is inefficient, has limited effectiveness, and is not economical 

Cities Have Traditionally Addressed These Issues in Silos 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cities are taking steps to improve their infrastructure, although most of them have a ‘siloed’ approach. They invest in one problem at a time creating duplication in infrastructure and losing value of cross domain interaction.This approach is neither scalable nor economical and does not benefit from cross-vertical sharing of data and services (For example, congestion management solution can’t leverage the video feeds from cameras installed for security solution)
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Leverage Investment Across Functions 

Parking 1 Traffic 2 Safety & Security 3 Street Lighting 5 Location Services 4 

Network (wired, Wi-Fi, and cellular) 

City Digital Platform 

Smart+Connected City Operations Center 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Cisco Smart+Connected CIM architecture brings together different city management vertical solutions on top of the existing Smart+Connected City Wi-Fi network. The City Wifi network is the single foundational network infrastructure, which facilitates an information exchange between resources and applications across different domains. The CIM platform is the common data layer that enables the Data from different sensing devices to be aggregated, analyzed and published for application consumption – so cross-domain intelligence is achieved and decision making can be improved across verticals. Here you see our Smart+Connected Communities Solutions Portfolio. The vertical solutions currently offered are: Smart+Connected Parking – This solution gives citizens live parking visibility through the use of smart apps and provides cities with improved planning & added revenue through increased parking rates, all powered by analytics. Smart+Connected City Traffic – helps cities monitor and manage traffic and quickly identify traffic incidents so that they can be resolved faster Smart+Connected City Safety and Security – allows cities to detect security incidents faster and to shorten response time. Smart+Connected City Location Services -  City planners and officials can gather new data and insights of the city by deploying location-based services together with geo-spatial capabilities. Such analysis can lead to improved long-term planning decisions. City officials can use the information for city planning and get a comprehensive view of the city. Smart+Connected City Lighting – helps cities manage their street lighting to reduce energy and maintenance costs. Integrated with the traffic solution, S+C City Lighting can be used to help identify where traffic incidents occur, guiding first responders to the scene (via flashing lights) and alerting motorists of the incident so they can be rerouted.  Our newest solution is Smart+Connected City Operations Center: which provides data visualization, management and collaboration across our solutions and multiple key verticals of CIM. 
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ANZ Smart+Connected Communities Ecosystem 

Wired, Wi-Fi, and Cellular – iiNet, Dimension Data, Optus, Telstra, and 
Data#3 

City Digital Platform - Cisco 

Luminaires – Sensity & Philips 

Light Pole Sensors - Sensity Physical Surveillance – 
Sensity & Cisco 

Parking Sensors – 
Sensity, Enervis, and 

Worldsensing 

Analytics – Cisco, Accenture, Data#3, IBM, 
Dimension Data (Oakton), Frame, Invigor Group, 

and AGT International 

Applications / Services -  Accenture, 
Data#3, IBM, Optus, eSmart21, Frame, 

and others 

Install, and O&M of Physical Infrastructure –Transfield, and other local 
providers 

Prime Contractors – IBM, Data#3, Optus, Frame, iiNet, and Dimension Data 

Vision / Architecture / Services Planning - Cisco 
Services 
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Decision Support - Data Mining – IBM 
Watson 

Waste - 
Enevo 

TBD Other Sensors 
– by TBD 

Smart City Services – Lighting, Parking, Waste 
Management, Traffic, and Safety & Security 

New Smart City Services – “To Be 
Developed” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
99% of the “things” in the world are still unconnectedThe “Internet of Everything” (IoE) connects the unconnected: people, process, data, and thingsThe value of these connections is more important than the number of “things” that are connectedReal-world use cases demonstrate the potential value of IoE for companies, cities, and industriesBecause the stakes are high — over 10 years, companies and cities stand to lose if they do not embrace IoE — the time to act is now
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City of Newcastle 

Wi-Fi, Information Services, Smart Lighting & 
Parking, and Safety & Security 
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22 

Adelaide,  
South Australia 

 
Government & Council - 

embarking on a journey towards 
becoming a Smart City 
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Case Study: Kansas City, Sprint and the Cisco Ecosystem 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In May of 2014, Kansas City Mayor Sly James issued a challenge for entrepreneurs to find solutions related to Kansas City's troubled water system. He asked innovators to build a device for pressurized water main breaks that could be used not only in Kansas City, but around the world. Kansas City's access to Google Fiber was an appealing aspect when selecting the area for its Smart City project. Partnering with gigabit provider, Google, for the plan, which is expected to begin soon in Downtown KC – This PPP effort aims to transform Downtown into a lab of connectivity through Wi-Fi and telecom sensors transmitting data on everything from traffic and pedestrian flow to the city's infrastructure and public safety.Access to a gigabit network would offer the project significant speed and capacity for transferring massive amounts of data. Google Fiber already has an established presence in Downtown with residential customers and has started offering its small business product to a limited number of area businesses.Cisco is partnering with a number of other area businesses to create the Smart City framework. Business accelerator and incubator Think Big Partners LLC will act as a Cisco "development portal" manager, allowing entrepreneurs to tap into Smart City data. Think Big will manage the engagement of area entrepreneurs, in addition to providing access to platforms on which to create applications.http://www.bizjournals.com/kansascity/news/2015/01/09/cisco-google-fiber-may-partner-for-kc-s-smart-city.html?page=1 Kansas City Business Journal 
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Case Study: From the Hamburg Port Authority... 

Camera Access Point 

Air quality 
Monitoring Strain gauge sensors 

Tiltmeter 

Access Point 
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...to the City of Hamburg 

Smart Traffic 
Cameras 

Environmental & 
Infrastructure 

Sensing 

Air Quality 
Monitoring 

Smart Lighting   
 

Citizen kiosks 

Access Point 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A number of partners are supporting the first projects, including AGT International, avodaq, InnoTec Data, Philips, Streetline, T-Systems and Worldsensing. Additional partners are invited to join the open ecosystem.Smart City: Smart Traffic and Remote Services for CitizensThe following Smart City projects are currently planned:Deployment of smart street lightingSmart Traffic system to optimize traffic flows and detect incidents earlierEnvironment and infrastructure sensingVirtual citizen services solution, where administrative services are provided through a high-definition, remote video kioskHafenCity HafenCity is currently Europe's largest inner-city development project. Here, city leaders plan pilot projects including an integrated e-mobility solution to help reduce and optimize traffic by offering alternative ways of transportation using cars/electric cars, bicycles/electric bicycles in a car-sharing model. Further on, a smart building solution will be tested.
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Cisco Smart City Footprint 

Barcelona 

Nice 

London 
2012 Olympics 

Amsterdam 
Stockholm 

St. Petersburg 
Moscow 

Skolkovo 
Hamburg 

Qatar 

King Abdullah 

Abu Dhabi 

Chengdu 

Seoul Songdo 

Iskandar 

Rio de Janeiro   

90+ Smart+Connected Communities Initiatives 

Toronto/Mississauga  

San Francisco 
San Carlos/San Mateo 

Orlando/Lake Nona 

Auckland Adelaide 

Brisbane 

Christchurch 

Mumbai 

Ngwo 

Dallas 

Oslo Helsinki 

Houston 

New York City 

Boston 

Bangalore 
Dubai 

Panama City  

Guayaquil 

Vitorio 

São Paulo 
Santiago 

Guadalajara 

Quito 

Copenhagen 

St. John/Halifax 
Vancouver 

Chicago 

Kansas City 

Delhi -Mumbai 
Industrial Corridor 

/Mantri 

Newcastle 



bukapoor@cisco.com 

Thank you 
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